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Barbara: My guess is that this is a kiddo who is probably struggling with also being able 

to sustain attention to anything for very long. Those usually go hand in hand. 
I'd probably personally recommend a goal surrounding sustaining attention to 
a guide-directed activity, which is also kind of back to the zero to 60 idea, 
which is that you wouldn't want to have a child stay for 20 minutes for an 
activity, even though the rest of the kids might be able to. For that child, 
maybe the expectation is to just come and stay for three minutes, and then 
allow them to leave again, so that you're catching them when they're good, 
and that they can be successful. So yes, I think there's a lot of different things 
probably that the child needs to learn, but without being able to follow a 
guide's lead and sustain attention, they're not going to learn all that other 
stuff. 
 

Kristie: Right, right. It really becomes an issue of duration, or perhaps even endurance. 
It is just that the kid doesn't need a bigger skill, or a more complex skill, or 
maybe even a more frequent one, right? We don't need to follow directions 
more often, we need to do them at select times, and then sustain an 
interaction. 
 

Barbara: Try and lengthen those times that the child can remain engaged with a guide, 
yeah.  
 

Kristie: My hypothesis is there would be (back to your original point) ...most kids want 
to stay engaged. So if you have a good engagement with the guide, and the 
guide asks you to shift your attention, you shouldn't have a meltdown if you 
have a good relationship. 
 

Barbara: Yeah. Definitely. And, if you're looking at Autism, I don't know if this child has 
Autism or not, but if we are, I mean that's the crux of Autism, right? It is that 
sustaining with objects might be possible, but sustaining with an adult in the 
lead or with another peer in the lead is going to be harder, but it is exactly 
where you need to go. 
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Kristie: Right. That's back to that...more about where are the questions we have to 

ask? Does the kid have success with an object, but not with an adult? Or, the 
particular adult but not another? Or ..." 
 

Barbara: Yeah, good. 
 

Kristie: Okay if you're going to come over to a quiet activity, but terrible if you're going 
to come to a group activity with other peers. 
 

Barbara: Yeah. 
 

Kristie: Right? 
 

Barbara: I think one more thing to think about as a potential IEP goal, or IFSP goal, 
might be having an understanding of a start and an end of something, so being 
able to complete a task as well. Kind of to pair those two, so when you start 
something, "Okay, you're going to join somebody," but then being able to put 
it away or be done with something before you move on. That also helps with 
attention and helps with sustaining longer. They kind of come together in my 
head of those two needing to be together. 
 

Kristie: Right, because it's like the stopping becomes the start of the next activity. 
They're like this loop, and so if you're able to stop what you're doing, you're 
actually becoming compliant with- 
 

Barbara: Yeah, exactly. 
 

Kristie: ... getting ready to go to the next, right? But if the kid has trouble with stops 
and starts, it's ... I want to say, it's not just stopping, but because they're so 
connected ... Let's say the kid's playing, and I want them to clean up and come 
over to Circle Time. It's really stopping and starting almost simultaneously, 
right? Or fluidly like, "I’ve got to stop and put my blocks away, and then I have 
to start by coming over to Circle." 
 

Barbara: Yeah. 
 

Kristie: ...Versus any space in between there, of just kind of completing something, 
and recognizing, and celebrating it's done, before then asking and inviting to 
start again. 
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Barbara: Yeah, I'm also thinking that this can be within just when a child is exploring on 

their own, though. 
 

Kristie: Okay. 
 

Barbara: A child's exploring the classroom, and usually a kiddo like the one you're 
describing is one that flits about the room, right? And goes from one thing and 
might take something out, and then go to the next thing and then starts it, and 
then goes on to the next thing and starts it, doesn't ever really have this kind 
of sense of the sustaining with something, or kind of this, "Okay, I'm really ... 
I'm making a choice," you know, to get into what's called personal agency. 
Like, "I can finish this task before I move on to something else." 
 

Kristie: Okay. 
 

Barbara: But you know, there's some developmentally appropriate stuff in there too, 
that kids will do that pretty early. But usually when you say, "Hey, are you 
finished with the blocks?" Kids will go, "Oh, nope I'm not yet," or they'll come 
back and, "Oh yeah, I'm done," and push them away, or whatever it is. But 
having that moment of completion or, "I'm done," is to me very tied in with all 
of this sustaining attention, following a guide's lead, understanding starts and 
ends to things. 
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